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Abstract

Secure automated threat detection and prevention is the more effective procedure to reduce the workload of analyst by scanning the network, server functions& then informs the analyst if any suspicious activity is detected in the network. It monitors the system continuously and responds according to the threat environment. This response action varies from phase to phase. Here suspicious activities are detected by the help of an artificial intelligence which acts as a virtual analyst concurrently with network intrusion detection system to defend from the threat environment and taking appropriate measures with the permission of the analyst. In its final phase where packet analysis is carried out to surf for attack vectors and then categorize supervised and unsupervised data. Where the unsupervised data will be decoded or converted to supervised data with help of analyst feedback and then auto-update the algorithm (virtual analyst). So that it evolves the algorithm (with active learning mechanism) itself by time and become more efficient, strong. So, it can able to defend form similar or same kind of attacks.
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1. Introduction

With the recent advancements in network technology and growth of internet usage so the attack vectors. Accord to stats Q3 2016 alone 18million new malware samples were captured. we are going to reduce the threats by implementing AI (artificial intelligence) in cyber security field where we can prevent most of the attacks. Through Signature and behavior basis we can reduce attack on network and server fields by implementing AI. This all can be done on basis of deep learning and machine learning. In this we train a machine how to detect and prevent the attacks in the server network or the system which is a supervised learning. We are introducing Remote Access tab concept which is used by analyst and he can operate the work from anywhere in emergency times as the analyst is the only admin. And by the attacks which are predefined are automatically removed by that we reduce the burden. If there are new attacks or any malicious packets being observed entering the server in the firewall the virtual analyst tries to detect it or by unsupervised data, it try’s removes the attack or prevents it from entering the network and notify the analyst.

1.1. Artificial intelligence

Is an area of computer science that emphasizes the creation of intelligent machines that works & react like humans(by implementing different type of feasible techniques uses to solving problems, planning, learning, managing, recognition) which involves deep learning, machine learning.

1.2. Deep learning concepts of AI

Deep learning or also known as active learning which enables the AI to analyze the current scenario which isn’t possible in any other types of intrusion detection system. So with the evolution modern technology in IT has given rise to the birth of more complex systems and networks[15] as well as increased threats.[5],[4] we can overcome these by implementing an AI in networks through its deep learning capability which is quite popular now-a-days has been successfully implemented in advanced analytic algorithms. Now it’s time for networks we can use this AI as a virtual analyzer which analyzes the behavior to determine attack vectors that bypass IDS systems.

2. Machine learning

Machine learning falls under the domain of artificial intelligence. These are used to make predictions in the data. Machine learning algorithms should be trained in order to make predictions. Training means initially the algorithms has to be exposed to examples These examples can range from several thousands. The algorithm has to run with example datasets before handling real data sets. This training period is also known as learning phase that enables the Algorithm to increase its efficiency and reliability over real time scenarios. This learning has two categories supervised learning, unsupervised learning. In supervised learning Algorithm is trained using labeled data? Labeled data means the input and output will be present with corresponding relation. Unsupervised learning the algorithm uses a training set consists [14] of unlabeled data which means the algorithm should interpret the corresponding relation between input and output.

2.1. Supervised learning (signature)

It means a predefined dataset where we feed the data of previous attacks or malicious packets. Which have the data of different type of classifications on basis of behavioral analysis [9] (big data). Here we find all previous attacks if update by analyst. It acts more efficient. Where accuracy will be high and easily filtered out. Here
we have botnets, malicious packets, spoofed packets data in a dataset. Same function as signature based algorithm. Here we use decision tree classifier.

2.2. Semi-supervised learning (TSVM)

It produces dataset where (tsvm) is a transductive support vector machine (it is semi supervised method which uses of unlabeled data together with labeled data to build classification)

2.3. Unsupervised learning (anomaly based detection)

Here it uses unlabeled data[7] which means the packet [1] pattern or signature is not defined earlier. For detecting a undefined data or definition we uses KNN (k nearest neighbor & svm-support vector machine algorithm).

3. Machine learning in IDS

(using different types of algorithms) [14]The main problem is that they are evolving. Over ten thousand of new signatures are uploaded for analysis every day. Also, one of the draw-back of current IDS is their manual maintenance. Using Machine learning techniques, we can improve this scenario. Instead of manually analyzing the signatures and updating them to IDS database using unsupervised learning technique we can train an AI for cyber defense purposes. Since intrusion detection is mostly based on classification. Certain issues may arise when the Machine Learning algorithms such as network diversity, detection of new attacks, false positives rate, learning. network diversity is one of the major issues to be concerned because normal network traffic is difficult to define and varies over bandwidths, behavior, etc. since the algorithm initially acts as an signature based IDS the algorithm may find a net threat close normal curve but this can be reduced as time progress the algorithm familiarizes with the environment.

4. Data used here

| Table 4.1: Data Description or Data Types are Used Here |
|---|---|---|---|---|---|
| Id | Duration(hrs) | # Packets | #NetFlows | Size | Bot |
| 1 | 6.15 | 71,971,482 | 2,824,637 | 52GB | Neris |
| 2 | 4.21 | 71,851,300 | 1,888,123 | 60GB | Neris |
| 3 | 66.85 | 167,730,395 | 4,710,639 | 121GB | Rbot |
| 4 | 4.21 | 62,089,135 | 1,121,077 | 53GB | Rbot |
| 5 | 11.63 | 4,481,167 | 129,833 | 37.6GB | Virut |
| 6 | 2.18 | 38,764,357 | 558,920 | 30GB | Menli |
| 7 | 0.38 | 7,467,139 | 114,078 | 5.8GB | Segov |
| 8 | 19.5 | 155,207,799 | 2,954,251 | 123GB | Murlo |
| 9 | 5.18 | 115,415,321 | 2,753,885 | 94GB | Neris |
| 10 | 4.75 | 90,358,782 | 1,309,792 | 73GB | Rbot |
| 11 | 0.26 | 6,337,202 | 107,252 | 5.2GB | Rbot |
| 12 | 1.21 | 13,212,266 | 325,472 | 8.3GB | NSISay |
| 13 | 16.36 | 50,888,256 | 1,925,150 | 34GB | Virut |

5. Algorithms Used In This Project

5.1. KNN

K Nearest Neighbor classifier is an supervised ML algorithm mostly used for regression and classification predictive problems. The main reason to choose this algorithm is

- Calculation time
- Predictive power
- Easy to interpret output

In this project we are using it for the classification of the training data from its classes. For a better understanding let us assume a data set and project it on a 2-dimensional space now in order to classify the value of k is taken and it no of neighbors near it and it belongs to class which has more elements present near to it as shown in the figure. For computation of distance between data
various methods are used. For a continuous data Euclidean distance is used as for discrete variables another metric hamming distance and other methods are used. For a continuous data Euclidean distance which computes distance using voronoi cells are used as for discrete variables another metric hamming distance and other methods are used.

For deeper understanding let us see the above figure for different values of k the unclassified data can be classified into classes which changes as k changes. However skewed data can be a problem for KNN. It is type of data present in data set that which belong to an underrepresented class in the dataset. As the classification is done on the basis of most nearest class popular or dense classes may mislead the prediction. To overcome this weights can be computed proportional to inverse of distance which I similar to 1/distance(a,b) where a is the data point for which is being classified and b is its neighbor. In the end the choice of k matters. The higher values of k reduces noise while predicting. However larger values of k results in less distinct boundaries between classes. Irrelevant features in dataset can also reduce the accuracy of the algorithm. Evolutionary models can be used to overcome these.

5.2. TVSM and SVM

Mostly support vector machines are used for classification and regression analysis. One class SVM[13] (support vector machines) is used handling unlabeled data as it uses unsupervised learning technique. Basically SVM’s represent data from data sets as a points in space and each category are separated by vectors or a plane. It acts a boundary which is also referred as decision boundary between classes. Data labeling is done based on relative position of data in the space.

The prominent features of SVM is it uses a non-linear function to project the data creating the non-linear decision boundary. Which means the data which can’t be labelled in original space are lifted to feature space where a hyperplane separates or labels them. According to Tax and Duin approach the model takes a spherical boundary instead of planar in feature space. This hypersphere contains center a linear combination of all points in space and each category are separated by vectors or a plane. It acts a boundary which is also referred as decision boundary between classes. Data labeling is done based on relative position of data in the space.

The hypersphere contains center a linear combination of all support vectors and radius r as distance between center to boundary of which a volume of $R^2$ is minimized. The distances from data point’s $x_i$ is less than r and create a soft boundary or margin with slack variables $\xi_i$ with penalty parameter C. Then the minimization problem becomes After computation of above a new data point can classified in or out of class using Gaussian-Kernel distance function between two datasets

$$\min_{x_i} \left[ \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} f(x_i) \right]$$

subject to

$$|x_i - a|^2 \leq R^2 + \xi_i$$

for all $i = 1, \ldots, n$

$$\xi_i \geq 0$$

for all $i = 1, \ldots, n$

5.3. Decision tree

Decision tree classifier is a supervised machine learning algorithm. As the name suggests this algorithm classifies the data by breaking it down into a tree until leaf nodes are reached. It generates the tree by choosing an attribute or feature among data [3] and splitting according to them which results in in pure and impure sets. Where the pure set is the leaf. For each and every level it computes the entropy to form the child nodes from parent. It revolves around what feature or attribute to choose and when to choose.

6. Implementation

a. Here data stored will be given or forwarded for analysis where data means malicious, normal and damaged data.

b. Dataset: filter

c. Where filter will compare the data with predefined precision or definitions then classified the data and forward to respective algorithms case as mentioned in diagram.

d. Data we provided to system (artificial intelligence), here data is used to train the AI(it is a combination of machine learning and deep learning in it by using different algorithms.)

e. From here data will forwarded to algorithm for analysis and training. As mentioned in earlier according to data set type we choose the algorithms and place it in main program.

f. It use KNN (K-Nearest neighbor) for supervised data set for quick and best analysis.

g. The steps and functions involved in it is explained at figure 5(a) section. For it quick predictive and classifies. We use output values compared to targeted values easily and re-assign the algorithm for best expected output. By that it builds a hierarchical mapping so can we get quick result next time.

h. It uses the TSVM algorithm used here for semi labeled data. Where it compare with labeled data with unlabeled data then predict the values and train the data mapping and convert the unlabeled to labeled data and forward to analyst for more assistance.
i. It uses the SVM or ONE CLASS SVM one class support vector machines algorithm for unlabeled data. It uses unsupervised learning technique. Basically SVM’s represent data from data sets as a points in space and each category are separated by vectors or a plane. It acts a boundary which is also referred as decision boundary between classes. Data labeling is done based on relative position of data in the space. Then map the data and forward analyzed values to analyst for further analysis and verification.

j. here if any error occurs it start form beginning again same process will repeat.

k. As mentioned in above steps where output data will be categorized and mapped in analysis new labeled layer network by that the next time scan or analysis we will be quick then previous as the previous scan already build a basic layer

l. Then we compare data (output data) with the targeted values or defined value if it not precise then we re-assign and retrain the algorithms with same dataset until we get optimal or desired values.

m. By that re-assigning and re-training the algorithms with same dataset we will get the development in its performance by comparing values with desired or targeted values.

n. By using different dataset or data models we can expect more negative values to occur. So we can reduce it by repeating the functions or process until we get desired or required value.

7. Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>KNN</th>
<th>Decision tree classifier</th>
<th>One class svm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>True Positive</td>
<td>28379</td>
<td>29180</td>
<td>6987</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>True negative</td>
<td>1734177</td>
<td>16753382</td>
<td>50890</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>False positive</td>
<td>43884</td>
<td>104676</td>
<td>87738</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>False negative</td>
<td>1682</td>
<td>881</td>
<td>80852</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>0.944040710421</td>
<td>0.976092924037</td>
<td>0.0795432552739</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>0.92718280220</td>
<td>0.21490372169</td>
<td>0.07376007775</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F1-score</td>
<td>0.35459029701</td>
<td>0.35502733040</td>
<td>0.797643025298</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 7.1: Result for Precision, Recall, F1-score.

8. Conclusion

Artificial Intelligence (AI), Machine Learning and Big Data Behavioral analytics in cyber-security plays a critical role. The modes of learning i.e. supervised and unsupervised documents the threats and auto-update (active learning segment) the virtual analyst algorithm with permission of analyst to shield the network. By that it reduces the workload of the analyst and in less time, we get more efficient system, so we can minimize the attack impact on institution or an organization network. So, by that analyst can more focus on research or development side of network.
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